WORLD BRAIN DAY 2023

The “World Brain Day 2023” initiative by the World Federation of Neurology themed “Brain health and disability - Leave No one behind” in association with World Federation of Neurorehabilitation is aimed to break barriers to health care that exist for people with disabilities. And this year it has been decided that no one shall be left behind when it comes to brain health. The day is observed and campaigned to increase the awareness and increase the drive to create necessary measures to prevent, treat and rehabilitate the people with disabilities.

VIDEO CONTEST 2023 BY IFNR

In accordance with the theme and campaign of the World Brain Day, the Indian Federation of Neuro Rehabilitation is organising a Video contest on “Brain Health and Disability”. The contest invites participants internationally from across the globe to send their entries (video / powerpoint / keynote) in the following themes in accordance with the aims of WFN under “Brain Health & Disability”:

1. Prevention
2. Awareness
3. Access
4. Education
5. Advocacy

The videos can focus on the various aspects of brain health and / or disability under one of the 5 aims of the WFN for the current theme “Brain Health and Disability”. The innovation for the entry is limited by sky and bound by time. The contestant can choose the area of brain health and / or disability and create a power point or video that increases the awareness, creates societal impact, and achieves the goals of World Brain Day 2023.

THERE IS NO ENTRY FEE.
EXCITING PRIZES:

WIN AN APPLE IPAD (First Prize) & Lenovo Tab (2nd Prize) & 5 consolation prizes - FOR THE BEST ENTRIES

Requirements for Participation

1. Age <35 years
2. The participant should be in the field of science (any field of science)

GUIDELINES FOR THE COMPETITION:

1. The entries will be based on one of the above mentioned themes focusing on aspects of brain health and/or disability.
2. The entries will be accepted in the form of power point / keynote / videos.
3. The videos must be less than 5 minutes in mp4 format with optimized size no larger than 200 mb. The videos must be the original work of the publisher and not be published elsewhere. The video should avoid inappropriate or defamatory content. The use of any copyright material must be after obtaining due permission with due acknowledgement. Videos that are not in English must contain English subtitles.
4. The PowerPoint / keynote must be 5 slides in pptx / key format. The presentation must be the original work of the publisher and not be published elsewhere. The presentation should avoid inappropriate or defamatory content. The use of any copyright material must be after obtaining due permission with due acknowledgement. The content of the presentation must be in English.
5. All the participants should fill in the application form and upload the content in the form provided (Google form link)
6. For consideration: Create concise videos / presentation as longer presentations will not capture the attention of the audience. Creating a unique, high-quality presentation will be awarded higher scores.
7. The deadline for submission of the entry is 11:59 PM IST on July 10, 2023. No entries will be considered that is submitted beyond the deadline.

Judging:

1. The entries will be judged by a panel appointed by the IFNR.
2. The entries will be judged based on the accuracy of the scientific content, innovative content, engaging the audience, creativity, societal impact and others deemed necessary by the panel of judges.
3. The decision of the panel shall be final.
4. Top 20 entries will be selected and informed on July 20, 2023, and allowed to present their video / presentation on the World Brain Day July 22, 2023, at 02 00 PM – 05 00 PM.
5. The winner, runner and 5 consolation prizes will be selected by the judges based on the presentation.

Prizes:

The prizes are as follows,

First prize - WINNER OF THE WORLD BRAIN DAY VIDEO CONTEST 2023 - APPLE IPAD
Second prize - RUNNER OF THE WORLD BRAIN DAY VIDEO CONTEST 2023 - LENOVO TAB
5 Consolation prizes – Wireless headphones

The prizes will be awarded to the primary applicant of the entry and is NOT transferable or NOT redeemable for cash.

You have read the guidelines and have agreed to the terms of participation.

In case any person is depicted in the videos or PPT, proper informed consent has been taken from them in the physical form. The organizing committee can ask for the physical copy of the consent form at any given time.
Do you wish to go ahead with your submission
  - Yes, I Agree.
  - No, I disagree.

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT YOUR ENTRY